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Abstract 
We propose and discuss terahertz electro-absorption modulators based on graphene plasmonic 
structures.  The active device consists of a self-gated pair of graphene layers, which are patterned to 
structures supporting THz plasmonic resonances.  These structures allow for efficient control of the 
effective THz optical conductivity, thus absorption, even at frequencies much higher than the Drude 
roll-off in graphene where most previously proposed graphene-based devices become inefficient.  Our 
analysis shows that reflectance-based device configurations, engineered so that the electric field is 
enhanced in the active graphene pair, could achieve very high modulation-depth, even ~100%, at any 
frequency up to tens of THz. 
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The terahertz (THz) frequency range has recently become a very dynamic area of scientific research 
due to its important applications in diverse disciplines such as astronomy, biological and chemical 
sensing, communications, security, etc.
1
.   However, there is still a lack of electrically-driven 
semiconductor devices capable of efficiently manipulating THz waves, such as active filters, 
modulators, switches, etc.  Although several proof-of-concept prototypes were proposed and 
demonstrated over the past decade (e.g. Ref.
2-5
), these devices so far have presented severe tradeoffs 
between insertion loss and modulation depth
6
.   
Owing to its two-dimensional nature, which leads to unprecedented integration possibilities and 
remarkable mechanical, electrical, and optical properties, graphene has become a promising material for 
future electronics.  Although in the infrared/visible range its optical absorption is only a few percent and 
scarcely controllable, optical conductivity dramatically increases in the terahertz range leading to the 
possibility of electrical control of terahertz absorption
7
.  We have recently demonstrated that single 
layer graphene is capable of efficiently tuning THz transmission meanwhile introducing negligible 
insertion loss
6,8-9
. However these devices can only operate efficiently up to the Drude roll-off frequency 
of the optical conductivity.  In the upper THz range (i.e. frequencies above 2 THz) although the 
magnitude of the optical conductivity of graphene quickly decreases because of its Drude dispersion, 
intense plasmonic effects can occur.  Room-temperature plasmonics were demonstrated in periodic 
graphene structures leading to the possibility of strongly absorbing THz radiation.  Passive filters and 
polarizers were recently demonstrated employing this phenomenon
10
; these structures are also able of 
modulating THz transmittance when gated
11
.  In general, by combining active graphene layers with 
other passive structures augmenting the intensity of the electric field in graphene (e.g. reflectors), the 
control over THz waves can be greatly enhanced.    
In this paper, we propose plasmonic electro-absorption modulators of THz reflectance, capable of 
exhibiting superior performance than the prior art. By patterning the active graphene layers into micro-
 ribbons thus taking advantage of the plasmonic effects, as well as electric field enhancement in the 
active regions of the device by a back reflector, we show that it is possible to achieve very high 
modulation depth at any frequency in the THz range. 
 
FIG. 1. (a) Optical transitions in graphene. (b) Real part of the optical conductivity in graphene versus 
frequency. 
 
Optical conductivity in graphene can be calculated from the contributions of inter and intra-band 
transitions as shown in Fig. 1a.  However, as pictured in Fig. 1b, in the upper THz/far-IR range, the 
optical conductivity is small since neither intra-band nor inter-band transitions are strong.  Owed to this 
observation, electrical tuning of optical conductivity becomes challenging in this frequency range. 
Patterned graphene or other electronic structures can be platforms for collective oscillations of charge 
carriers, the so-called plasmons.  The effective conductivity in plasmonic structures is related to its DC 
conductivity, carrier scattering time as well as other geometric parameters.  For instance, the effective 
sheet conductivity of planar arrays of conducting disks
12
 can be described by the following closed form: 
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where σDC is the DC electrical conductivity of graphene, f  is the filling factor, ω is angular frequency, 
ωp  is the plasmon resonance frequency, and τ is the carrier momentum scattering time.  The plasmon 
resonance frequency is proportional to σDC
1/2
 (Ref.
10-12
).  However, since σDC of graphene is proportional 
to ns
1/2
, resulting from its linear E-k dispersion, ωp is thus proportional to ns
1/4
, which contrasts with the 
ns
1/2 
dependence in conventional semiconductors. As seen in Eq. (1), at the plasmon resonance 
frequency, the optical conductivity thus absorbance can have the same strength as below the Drude roll-
off, i.e. σ(ωp) = f σDC . Since σDC in graphene can be easily tuned by field effect, plasmonic structures 
allow to extend the tunable range of THz components to frequencies higher than that limited by the 
Drude roll-off frequency (carrier momentum scattering time). Based on these properties, Yan et al 
demonstrated passive notch filters and polarizers employing arrays of graphene disks and ribbons, 
respectively
10
.  Moreover, voltage tunable devices were also reported employing an array of graphene 
ribbons on SiO2/Si gated by ionic gel
11
.   However, the attained maximum absorption at the plasmonic 
peak was only ~14%, which is consistent with the maximum achievable DC conductivity in typical 
CVD graphene.  In analogy to what we have recently demonstrated in unpatterned graphene THz 
modulators for frequencies below the Drude roll-off, plasmonic effects can also be combined with other 
passive and field concentrating structures to enhance modulation
6
. 
A simple way to enhance electric field in the active graphene layers is to employ reflectance based 
structures
6.  Let’s consider the device structure depicted in Fig. 2, which consists of a self-gated 
graphene pair
13
 patterned in ribbons lying on top of a substrate with a metal reflector deposited on the 
back side. 
For the self-gated graphene pair (active region of the device) we will assume that under zero-bias, the 
Fermi level of both graphene layers is at Dirac point (Fig. 2b). Thus the overall effective electric 
conductivity of the structure under zero bias is given by: σDC,total(0V) = 2 σDC,min, where σDC,min is the 
 minimum DC conductivity of graphene (σDC,min ~ 0.15 mS  as discussed in Ref.
14
 ).  If a finite bias is 
applied, carriers of opposite type accumulate in each of the graphene layers, leading thus to an increase 
in the overall effective electric conductivity of the structure. 
 
FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the device, and electric field distribution when the substrate thickness and 
plasmonic resonance are matched to an odd multiple of a quarter wavelength of the THz wave.  (b) 
Operation mechanism of the self-gated graphene pair. 
 
Employing the transfer matrix formalism
8
, the reflectance in this structure can be written as: 
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where 2 /t   , t is the substrate thickness,   the THz wavelength in the substrate, ns the substrate 
refractive index (i.e. ns = 3.42 for Si), Z0 = 377 Ω is the vacuum impedance, and   is the graphene 
conductivity. 
The field enhancement in these structures can be understood as follows.  If the substrate optical 
thickness is chosen as an odd multiple of the quarter wavelength at the plasmon resonance in graphene 
(t = (2N-1) λp / 4ns where N = 1,2,… is an integer, and λp is the plasmon resonance wavelength in 
 vacuum), then the electric field (E) exhibits a maximum at the active graphene pair and a node at the 
back metal (i.e. E is null).  The maximum field strength is 4X of the field strength of the propagating 
plane wave, thus leading to enhanced absorbance (Fig. 2a).  Reflectance at this frequency can be written 
as: 
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Substituting Eqn. (1) into Eqn. (3), we obtain: 
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Considering a 50% filling factor (i.e. f = 0.5), and assuming the hole and electron mobility in graphene 
to be the same (so σDC,total = 2 σDC where σDC = σDC top layer  = σDC bottom layer ), the modulation depth 
achievable at the plasmon resonance, MD = | R(0V) – R (V)| / R(0V) , is thus: 
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Employing Eqn. (2), we calculated modulation depth for the graphene geometry and material 
parameters reported in Ref.
11
 (i.e. ribbon width = 2 μm, f = 0.5).  Shown in Fig. 3 is the calculated 
modulation depth versus frequency for different substrate thicknesses using a conductivity swing of 
graphene extracted from the experimental data in Ref.
11
.  When the substrate thickness is an odd 
multiple of a quarter wavelength of the plasmonic resonance, in accordance with the previously 
described theory, the modulation depth in this device approaches 70%.  The improvement with respect 
to the transmittance modulator (MD ~ 14%) is owed to the aforementioned field enhancement. 
The insertion loss (IL), assuming a minimum achievable graphene conductivity of 0.15mS, is 18% (or 
0.8dB). This value is much lower than what is attainable in other modulator technologies achieving 
similar modulation depths
2-5
.  Such a low IL is also consistent with our previous experimental studies in 
 large area graphene THz reflectance modulators
6
.  In terms of the THz wave being modulated, its 
frequency can be designed with the proper choice of the graphene ribbon width (W) since ωp is 
proportional to 1 / W
1/2
 (Ref.
11
), e.g. 10 THz with a ribbon width of 200 nm. 
Finally, a very interesting observation can be derived from Eqn. (5): ~100% modulation depth can be 
achieved if graphene conductivity can be tuned to be σDC = 1/377 Ω = ~2.7mS.   
 
FIG. 3. Contours of modulation depth versus frequency and ratio between substrate thickness and THz 
wavelength; high modulation is possible due to field enhancement and plasmonic absorption. 
 
In synthesis, we have presented THz wave reflectance modulators exhibiting superior performance 
due to electric field enhancement in the active regions by a back reflector.  By patterning the active 
graphene layers into micro-ribbons, taking advantage of plasmonic effects, we show that is possible to 
achieve very high modulation depth, even ~100%, at any frequency up to tens of THz. 
The authors acknowledge the support from NSF (CAREER ECCS-084910, ECCS-1202452), the 
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